This small blowtorch is based on the everyday technology of its relatives, the welding torches, but it is specially designed for haute cuisine, one of whose requirements is undoubtedly precision. Thanks to the different intensities of its adjustable flame, the Hotery ICC blowtorch is useful for many processes, from “burning” whipped cream and soufflés with a thin golden layer to toasting. Its one-hour charging autonomy and its lightness complement the effectiveness of this small utensil in haute cuisine.

**Technical data**
- Adjustable flame (width x height x depth)
- Safety lock
- Support base rechargeable with blue gas autonomy: 60 min.
- Temperature: 1.500°C

**Format**
- Packaging measurements: 47 x 31 x 25 cm
- Box 12 units
- Weight: 3 kgs

**Customs code:** 7321.90.00
**EAN:** 8414892919975